
 
 
 
 

DIRECTORATE GENERAL, NATIONAL SECURTY GUARD

 A Composite Indoor Shooting 

Secretary, Shri Ajay Kumar Bhalla, IAS in presence of Shri M A Ganapathy

General, National Security Guard on 02/04/2021 at National Security Guard, Manesar.
 

 The Composite Indoor Shooting Range is a world class, state of art indoor firing 

practice range. The range has 10 firing lanes which enable indoor shootin

targets simultaneously. The facility includes electronically controlled targets such as moving, 

pop-up, turning and to and fro targets with additional features of self healing and auto 

scoring, thereby improving the reflex shooting ability an

standards of the commandos.  
 

 It is for the first time in India that a total steel containment  trap (to catch the fired 

bullet safely) has been installed which provides a additional safety by controlling the metal 

fragments from spent bullets and preventing ricochet in the direction of the firer. Other key 

features of the range include the ventilation system which ensures minimal lead 

contamination of the environment and exposure of commandos to hazardous lead fumes 

(typically associated with indoor shooting ranges).
 

 Other key features of the range include the sound reduction system and the 

broadcast the events live. The facility meets the international standards of safety and health 

parameters.  
 

 The project has been undertaken by 

Delhi an Indian Enterprise led by young entrepreneur, registered under Micro Small Medium 

Enterprises.  

 

 The project will enhance the proficiency of National Security Guard 

Force as well as highlight the indigenous capability of creating world class and state of the 

art facilities.  

 

 

 
DIRECTORATE GENERAL, NATIONAL SECURTY GUARD 

(PRESS RELEASE) 
 

A Composite Indoor Shooting Range (CISR) was inaugurated by Hon’ble Home 

Secretary, Shri Ajay Kumar Bhalla, IAS in presence of Shri M A Ganapathy, IPS, Director 

General, National Security Guard on 02/04/2021 at National Security Guard, Manesar.

The Composite Indoor Shooting Range is a world class, state of art indoor firing 

practice range. The range has 10 firing lanes which enable indoor shooting on up to 10 

targets simultaneously. The facility includes electronically controlled targets such as moving, 

up, turning and to and fro targets with additional features of self healing and auto 

thereby improving the reflex shooting ability and thus improving the overall firing 

It is for the first time in India that a total steel containment  trap (to catch the fired 

bullet safely) has been installed which provides a additional safety by controlling the metal 

ments from spent bullets and preventing ricochet in the direction of the firer. Other key 

features of the range include the ventilation system which ensures minimal lead 

contamination of the environment and exposure of commandos to hazardous lead fumes 

pically associated with indoor shooting ranges). 

Other key features of the range include the sound reduction system and the 

. The facility meets the international standards of safety and health 

The project has been undertaken by M/S Aimtex Technologies (Private) Limited, New 

Enterprise led by young entrepreneur, registered under Micro Small Medium 

The project will enhance the proficiency of National Security Guard as a Zero

Force as well as highlight the indigenous capability of creating world class and state of the 
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